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Abstract— This paper presents the design and evaluation of two new processing elements for reconfigurable 
computing. A novel single-precision floating point processing element (FPPE) using a 24-b variant of the 
proposed data paths is also presented. Comparison with competing architectures shows that the FPPE provides 
two orders of magnitude higher throughput. Furthermore, to evaluate its feasibility as a soft-processing solution, 
we also map the floating point unit onto the Vertex 4 and 5 devices. When compared against popular field-
programmable-gate-array-based floating point units, our design on Vertex 5 showed significantly lower resource 
utilization, while achieving comparable peak operating frequency. 
 
Keywords— Computer arithmetic, data path design, reconfigurable computing. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Digital signal processing and multimedia applications require large amounts of data, real-time processing ability, and 
very high computational power. As a result, adaptable architectures with run-time reconfiguration capabilities have 
received increased attention. As new applications and algorithms continue to evolve, traditional field-programmable 
gate  array  (FPGA)-based reconfigurable solutions cease  to be viable options due to their bit-level granularity and 
large amount of routing overhead, which result in a drop in the overall silicon efficiency of the architecture. As 
a result, in the past few years, the focus of research has shifted to coarse grained reconfigurable architectures which 
offer control over 4/8/16/32b at a time. Several of these architectures, such as RAW [1], MATRIX [2], MorphoSys 
[3], DAPDNA [4], AsAP [5], Ambric [6], MORA [7], and so on employ regular arrays of processing elements (PEs) 
connected through multiple levels of interconnection network and working with local or shared memory resources. 

At a hardware level, the  overall system  performance of these  architectures depends on:  1)  the  top-level array  
and interconnection scheme and 2) the individual processing cell. While factors such as organization of the cells, 
interconnection network, and memory hierarchy (in case of shared memory architectures)  are  critical  to  system  
throughput,  it  should be  noted that the  individual processing cells  are  the  main workhorses of the system and 
hence are perhaps equally critical to the total processing throughput. It is therefore important to develop extendable 
arithmetic processing units which allow modular system design in order to guarantee maximum throughput from  a  
reconfigurable array-based  architecture. Another important requirement of modern DSP and media processing 
applications is to provide floating-point capability. This ability, if  achieved  by  reusing  or  extending  integer data 
paths, allows faster development time, low-cost system implementation, as well as possible FPGA implementation of 
the data paths. 

In this paper, we present the architectures of  two  integer reconfigurable data paths. The proposed data paths can 
perform single-cycle addition, subtraction, multiplication, and accumulation operations. They can be used in multi core 
platforms to perform more complex arithmetic and logical operations. The data paths have a short and uniform 
critical path across the range of operations. Each of the data paths is extendable and can  be  parameterized to  
support higher precision arithmetic, and software-assisted variable-precision reconfigurable systems. Eight-bit 
versions of the integer data paths were implemented using the IBM 90-nm process using static, domino, and data-
driven dynamic logic (D3L) [8]. Simulation results show that the data paths can achieve operating frequencies in the 
range of 1 GHz. Using the findings from the architectural and circuit analysis on the integer data paths, a new single-
precision floating point processing element (FPPE) using the 24-b extension of the data paths is also presented. The full 
dynamic implementation of the FPPE operates at a frequency of 1 GHz with 6.5-mW average power consumption. 

To understand the feasibility of the proposed data paths for FPGA applications, we also performed synthesis 
experiments using  Xilinx Virtex 4 and 5 FPGAs. These experiments helped to understand the tradeoffs associated with 
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choosing optimum granularities and the impact of modularizing large- width operations on system throughput. The 
FPPE was also synthesized to evaluate its potential as a soft floating point PE. Comparative analysis with competing 
architectures shows that the proposed FPPE achieves comparable performance at significantly lower resource utilization. 

 
The remainder  of  this  paper  is  organized  as  follows. Section II presents a brief background of previous work on 
data path design. Section III describes the architecture of the integer data paths. Section IV presents the architecture of 
the floating point PE. 

  
II.  RELATED WORK 

The performance, flexibility, and  cost  of  arithmetic PEs strongly impact the characteristics of the entire system. The 
value of a high-performance PE is enhanced even more if it adopts an algorithm which can be easily extended, 
since it  allows  design  reuse  and  results  in  a  massive  reduction in  development time  as  well  as  cost.  Realizing  
this,  sev- eral  groups  have  proposed  the  concept  of  extendable and reusable arithmetic units. Xydis et al. [9] 
discussed the importance of developing efficient programmable arithmetic algorithms to implement flexible 
reconfigurable architectures. Their approach focuses on developing a stable interconnect scheme between multiple 
components, which allows for inline flexibility into  the  architecture and  achieves computational efficiency. However,  
this  approach  results  in  an  increased complexity in  the interconnection network, which is  likely to be the power–
performance bottleneck in large array-based systems. In contrast to this, our approach incorporates flex- ibility into the 
core computational algorithm itself, allowing large arrays to have the necessary flexibility with a simpler 
interconnection scheme. Mohammad et al. [10] also studied the  need  to  develop digital  arithmetic structures and  
their impact on image processing systems. They achieved this by using a  combination of algorithm and circuit 
development. However, they achieved flexibility by designing microproces- sor architectures around their custom 
algorithm and circuit implementations. Thus, in order for the techniques to work, several architectural and circuit 
constraints should be placed on the system. Our proposed data paths allow modular use and can be used to replace 
arithmetic data paths in any architecture, without requiring major system/processor-level architectural optimizations. 
Gierenz et al. [11] and Shanthala et al. [12] presented work on generating parameterized arithmetic units for media 
processing systems. 

Floating point capability has been another point of focus of several research projects. Solutions like DAPDNA 
[4}and Ambric [6] provide floating point support inside each process- ing core. The MORA [7] architecture, for 
instance, supports comparison and shifting operations, making it  possible for multiple cells to work collaboratively 
and execute a floating point operation. To balance floating point capability with resource efficiency, hybrid architectures 
like Garp [13] and Element CXI [14] employ heterogeneous arrays of elements which employ a varying mix of 
integer as well as floating point  resources,  with  each  resource  catering  to  a  specific task. An important 
distinction between these solutions and the FPPE proposed here is the accuracy–performance tradeoff. All the floating 
point architectures place high importance on achieving maximum computational accuracy within the core. Our proposed 
FPPE, which is intended to work in a floating point extended version of  MORA, prioritizes performance- power and 
area over accuracy. Our approach allows the float- ing point cores themselves to be relatively smaller and more 
performance-power and  area  efficient. Accuracy  and  error offsetting can be handled at the array level. For instance, 
the truncation algorithm used by our FPPE core is likely to result in a worst-case error of the order of 10−8. It may be 
argued that these errors may accumulate over a series of operations. However, in array-based systems, the idle resources 
of the array can be easily used to offset these errors. Thus, overall computational accuracy can  be  achieved  at  
relatively  low area and power costs by utilizing the collaboration between multiple array components. 

Building on these lines of thinking, the data paths proposed in this paper were implemented to achieve the following 
key goals. 

1)  Achieve high-performance computation with low area and power costs. 
2)  Use an extendable arithmetic algorithm to allow easier expansion in future-generation architectures. 
3)  Allow easy integration into full processing cores, without requiring major architectural modifi cations. 
4)  Modular designs to allow multiple small units to collaboratively handle larger arithmetic computations. 
5)  Encourage design reuse for application-specified integrated circuit (ASIC) as well as soft-processing 

applications. 
 

III.  ADAPTABLE ARCHITECTURES 
 
Multiplication often forms the bottleneck in performance efficiency of arithmetic processing units. The 

multiplication algorithm used, often dictates the ability of an arithmetic unit to achieve optimum resource utilization and 
performance effi- ciency. As a result, the data paths proposed in this paper were designed after a careful choice of 
multiplication algorithm. Section III-A details the algorithm used by the proposed data paths. 
A. Algorithm for N-Bit Multiplication 

In its simplest form, an N × N multiplication requires the generation of N × N 1-b partial products, which are then 
added up to deliver the final product. As the size of the multiplier grows, the number of partial products to be 
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processed also increases. For instance, a 4 × 4 multiplication requires sixteen 1-b partial products to be added, while a 
simple increase to an 8 × 8 multiplication raises this number to 64. In general, an increase in size of the operands by a 
factor of  f  results in an f 2 increase in the number of partial products to be processed. Naturally, as this number 
increases, it becomes necessary to reduce the number of partial products as well as the number of stages of addition. 
Booth encoding forms one of the most commonly available technique of reducing the partial product terms. The 
efficient addition of these reduced terms can be implemented through the traditional Wallace tree [15] or array- based 
multiplier approaches. Techniques such as the use of n:2 compressors have also been proposed to reduce the number of 
stages of addition of partial products. In [16], Mora-Mora et al. present a technique to reduce partial products and 
speed up multiplication using lookup tables. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Divide and conquer approach used for implementing large multiplication. 
 

While these techniques work well for multiplication-only scenarios, the situation changes when implementing high = 
performance arithmetic units which are also required to main- tain resource efficiency when supporting addition, 
subtraction, and accumulation operations. In such scenarios, although multiplication forms the most computation-
intensive operation, it should balance its resource needs with the other operations to be performed. To solve this issue, 
we propose breaking up a large multiplication into two smaller ones and adding up the partial products generated. 
The smaller multipliers as well as the auxiliary circuits can be reused for other operations as per processing demands. 
Fig. 1 demonstrates our approach for splitting large multiplications, using an 8 × 8 multiplication as an example. 
Consider the multiplication of two N -bit numbers A and B. Instead of implementing one large 8 × 8 multiplier, the 
operand A can be partitioned into N /2-b suboperands A1 and A0, respectively. 

Notice that now instead of processing N 2  partial products, we  are  now required to  process in  parallel two  
individual sets of N 2 /2 partial products. A single implementation of an N × N multiplier would require a higher depth 
in the partial product addition, resulting in increased delay in the addition of partial products. It would also increase the 
timing difference between the shortest and longest partial product summation paths in the tree, thereby resulting in a loss 
of performance as well as possibilities of glitching. Moreover, a single multiplier would also require more complex 
placement and wiring in the layout tree which could introduce more area and power inefficiencies. 

Another approach would be to use the standard divide and conquer approach of splitting up both the operands into 
smaller operands of  N /2 width, as shown in Fig. 2. This approach also allows the computation of inner products, 
as shown by Lin [17], Van et al. [18], and Hong et al. [19], thus allowing increased flexibility. However, for computation 
of the complete N × N multiplication, which is the target computation in our scheme, this technique requires the use of 
a reconfigurable switching network, along with the design of complex adders, or adds an extra clock cycle in the 
addition of intermediate operands. It is worth mentioning however that decomposed multiplication schemes such  as  
that  proposed in  [17]–[19] would be a valuable addition for multiple-issue architectures that require parallel 
computation of more than one operation, or for variable-precision arithmetic units. However, our pro- posed data paths 
were targeted for the MORA processor [7] which uses a hard-coded granularity of 8 b and supports only single-
operation issue per core per cycle. Hence, the proposed technique was selected to act as the best tradeoff between the 
two multiplication approaches. 

 
B. Proposed Data path Architectures 

Fig. 3 shows the generalized scheme for the first proposed data path. As shown, the data path accepts two N -bit 
operands A  and  B  through the two  N -bit  registers. The operand  A is  then  split  into  A[  N−1: N /2]  and  A[(  N 
/2)−1:0].  The multiplexers controlled by signals S0 through S3 direct the appropriate operands to the two Wallace 
tree multipliers. The multipliers generate the intermediate products which are then added up in the compressor stage. 
The final output is generated by the 2 N -bit carry-linked adder stage. The data path performs N -bit  addition,  
subtraction,  and  multiplication  operations. In case of an accumulation operation, the results of the addition are sent 
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back to the data path through multiplexers controlled by signal S6. The operation of the data path for a sample 8-b 
granularity can be explained as follows. 

1) Addition/Subtraction: In case of an addition operation, the multiplier on the left performs A[7:4] × 1, while the 
right multiplier performs B [7:0] × 1. The multiplexer controlled through S4 and S5 sends the LSB of operand A 
( A[3:0]) to the next stage. The partial products are then added up in the compressor and adder stages to generate the 
final computation A + B . Subtraction proceeds in a similar fashion, with the right multiplier now multiplying the 
complement of A[7:4] with 1 and the control signals S4 and S5 sending the complement of the LSB of operand A. 
The signal S7, which is the carry input of the adder stage, is set to 1, thus enabling 2s complement subtraction 
operation. 
2) Multiplication: The two multipliers perform B [7:0] × A[3:0] and B [7:0] × A[7:4]. As explained in Section 
III-A, the intermediate products of the two multiplications get added up in the 3:2 compressor stage (third input to the 
compressor is zero in this case). The four LSB bits of B [7:0] × A[3:0] and the four MSB bits of  B [7:0] × A 
[7:4] form the LSB and MSB bits of the final product, respectively. The eight intermediate bits of the final product 
are obtained by adding up the eight MSB bits of B [7:0] × A[3:0] to the eight LSB bits of B [7:0] × A[7:4]. The data 
paths employ a combination of compressor and adder stage (an extra increase in gate delay) to perform this addition. 
3) Accumulation:  To perform an accumulation operation, the output of the adders from the previous execution is 
sent back through the accumulation control multiplexers controlled through signal S6 and added up through the 
compressors and adders to the next operand in the accumulation. 

 
Fig. 2. Summation of partial products and carry propagation in fully decomposed N-bit multiplication 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Generalized N-bit architecture for the proposed data path I. 
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Fig. 4. Generalized N-bit architecture for the proposed data path II. 
 

The data path structure can be repeated for different levels of granularity by varying the value of  N  (which 
represents the bit width). This is of particular importance when using the proposed design as an FPGA-synthesizable 
soft-processing unit. The data path can be parameterized and easily extended to handle wider operands. This feature is 
also useful in soft-processor solutions to implement data paths of varying widths, thereby guaranteeing optimum 
performance resource utilization tradeoffs on the FPGA platform. A tool chain to generate processor structures 
employing this data path, to handle the operands of required widths, has been proposed in [20]. The data  path  is  said  
to  be  “easily”  parameterizable since  the architecture allows expansion to higher granularity, without any  significant 
changes to  the  architecture, functioning, or programming model. 

The second proposed data path structure is shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed from the figure, that the data path 
also relies on a divide and conquer approach for multiplication, by following the same operand splitting technique 
described earlier. However, an advantage over the previously proposed design  is  that  this  architecture eliminates  the  
intermediate compressor stage by transmitting the partial products directly to the 2 N -bit carry-linked adders. 
Multiplexers placed after the multipliers impart additional flexibility and increase the range of operations performed by 
the data path. These multiplexers are controlled by one-hot select signals ADD, MUL, and ACC, and send the appropriate 
signals to the inputs of the adders. For a multiplication operation, the multiplexers send the outputs of the two multipliers 
to the adders. For an addition/subtraction operation, the two operands are selected to be sent to the adders, while for an 
accumulation operation, the multiplexers send  the  accumulated result along with  a  string of  zeroes to  the  adders.  
Thus,  they  are  effectively 6:2  multiplexers, implemented as two parallel 3:1 multiplex operations. In the ASIC 
implementation for data path II, these multiplexers were implemented using multi output design styles, resulting in a 
total area and power cost lower than the combined cost of multiplexers and compressors in data path I. For an 
addition or subtraction operation, the operands are directly sent to the adders bypassing the multiplexers. A 
multiplexer controlled the multiplier is effectively shut off. Now, the only power consumed in the multiplier is the 
leakage power. This enables the design to save valuable power consumption by effectively switching off the multipliers 
during addition or subtraction operations. It should be noted that the real power-saving in this  scheme  is  in  scenarios  
where  the  data  path  executes long streams of additions or subtractions. In full functional processors like the MORA 
processor [7] more fine-grained power gating can be achieved by gating the power supply to the multipliers, when 
performing addition or subtraction oper- ations. The time needed to wake up the multiplier from this power-gated state 
can be shadowed by a predictive reading of the operand field from the instruction pointer. This will allow the multiplier 
to be woken up couple of cycles in advance when a multiplication operation is expected. Added flexibility through the 
multiplexers also allows the data path to perform two kinds of subtractions A− B and B − A. Although this looks simple, 
it translates into performance savings, by simplifying the memory read and data routing operations when switching 
between the two different kinds of subtraction. On the accumu- lation side, the data path allows addition of the 2 N -bit 
result to two operands A and B read during the next clock cycle. The proposed data path thus exhibits additional 
flexibility over the first design, at the cost of increased complexity in the multiplexers. This data path employs 
complex multiplexers which  select  from  large  numbers  of  inputs.  However,  the penalty paid in terms of delay, 
power, and wiring complexity is small enough, not to offset the advantages over the first data path. 

Another point worth mentioning is the modular construction of the data paths. It can be observed that both the data 
paths rely on the two multipliers and the additional multiplexers to deliver the output. To extend the operating range 
of the structures to  signed arithmetic, only  the  multiplexers need to  be  redesigned to  perform signed arithmetic. 
We  used a hybrid Baugh–Wooley [21] multiplier to accomplish signed multiplication without a loss in the integer 
range of the operands processed.  The  operating range  was  extended to accommodate signed integers by using two 
Baugh–Wooley hybrid multipliers and an additional control signal to indi- cate  signed  operation.  Once  
configured  for  signed  arith- metic, the multipliers generate only signed results, while the compressors and  the  adders 
remain blind to  the  nature of operation being  performed. Thus,  by  following a  modular approach,  the  operating  
range  of  the  data  path  was  also easily extended to include unsigned as well as signed integer arithmetic. 
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IV.   SINGLE PRECISION FPPE 
 

In  this  section, we  present the  organization of  the  proposed FPPE based on the generalized data path 
architectures described  in  Section  IV.  The  proposed  FPPE  accepts  32-b  single-precision floating point operands  
A  and  B  at  the input  stage.  The  operands go  through a  data  conditioning stage  which  involves  aligning  the  
two  mantissas  M A   and MB  and adjusting the exponents E A  and E B . These adjusted operands then go through the 
arithmetic unit which performs the addition, subtraction, and multiplication operations. The result is then normalized 
and rounded before the output stage. Fig. 5 shows a detailed organization of the proposed FPPE. 

The  operands   A   and   B   are  compared  for  exponent values. The comparison operation involves an 8-b 
subtraction EA− E B . Depending on whether E A  >  E B  or E A  <  E B , the output borrow of the subtractor is set at 
1 or reset at 0. This borrow bit is used to control multiplexers which send the mantissa of the smaller number to the 
shifting unit. The 32-b barrel shifter is controlled through the difference between the two exponents E A − E B  and 
shifts the mantissa of the smaller number.  This  subtraction-based comparison  technique  thus serves as a common 
hardware block for exponent comparison as well as shifter control, and eliminates the need for separate blocks to do 
the same. The output of this unit is thus the larger of the two exponents and the aligned mantissas. The MSB bits of the 
exponent comparator are used to indicate whether the difference between the two exponents is large enough to shift 
out the smaller number’s mantissa completely. For instance, if exponent of  A is greater than that of  B , the 
mantissa of  B  is adjusted by shifting it by a value of  E A − E B . Note that both the mantissas are 23-b wide. Thus, 
a difference of more than (10111)2 between E A and E B , that is, the two MSB bits of the exponent comparator being 
(11)2 means the entire mantissa of the smaller number will be shifted out. Hence, two numbers is large enough for 
the smaller mantissa to be completely shifted out. In such a case, these bits are used to inhibit the operation of the 
alignment circuitry, and the final mantissa of the operation is the same as the larger number. The exponent of the 
result is the larger exponent in case of addition/subtraction or the sum of the two exponents in case of multiplication. 

 
 

Fig. 5. Organization of the proposed FPPE 
 

After alignment, the mantissas of the two numbers are sent to  a  24-b integer PE. This PE  is  a  24-b extension 
of  the two data path structures proposed in Section II. A bulk of the area of this data path is occupied by the two 
24 × 12 multipliers. Pipelining stages are often required in large data path or multiplier structures, to ensure a high 
throughput and high frequency of operation. The split-operand approach used in building the multipliers also means that 
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all the product terms become available simultaneously as opposed to a large array- based structure. This multiplier 
structure thus allows for easy placement of pipeline registers in the data path as well as leaves open the option of 
pipelining within the multiplier itself. The data path also operates on the result of the exponent. After exponent 
comparison and mantissa alignment in the earlier stage, the data path retains this value of exponent for addition and 
subtraction operations while simply doubling the exponent value in case of a multiplication operation. 

The mantissa and exponent of the result obtained from the 
integer PE now need to be normalized and rounded so as to be represented back in the IEEE 754 floating point 
format. For this purpose, a copy of the mantissa of the result is fed to a modified leading one detector (LOD). This 
LOD also works as a priority encoder and automatically generates the value by which the mantissa needs to be 
adjusted so as to satisfy the IEEE 754 notation. This same value is used to adjust the exponent accordingly. Thus 
at the output we obtain the normalized floating point result. It should be noted that the mantissa rotated through the 
normalization unit is the full 
48-b output of the 24-b integer PE. Once, the mantissa and 
exponent have been adjusted to the IEEE 754 single-precision format, the 24 LSBs of the rotated mantissa are dropped. 
That is the 48-b mantissa is truncated. This approach compromises on the accuracy of the result, but maintains the 
result accu- racy within the acceptable limits for most media processing algorithms. Since the proposed FPPEs are 
intended for array- based systems, it will be possible to employ the idle resources from the array as lookup tables to 
offset the loss in accuracy. However, this is still under exploration and hence accuracy loss has not been 
quantitatively addressed in this paper. 
As shown in the figure, the mantissa alignment, 24-b integer data path, and the normalization unit form the three 
pipeline stages in the data path. The 24-b integer data path forms the critical path in the design, and hence determines 
the peak operating frequency of  the proposed FPPE. The pipelining allows the FPPE to work at a higher 
frequency,  with  a  latency  of  three  clock cycles. Three stages of pipelining were selected here, so as to maintain a 
tradeoffs  between latency and throughput. However, it should be noted that the 24-b data path itself can be fully 
pipelined in order to further improve the FPPE performance. The partitioning of the PPE during pipelining also 
results in the separation of the logic and arithmetic sections of the data path. This allows a potential for the data path 
to be also extended to perform integer arithmetic and logic operations.  
 
 

V. PROPOSEDDATAPATHS FOR SOFT-PROCESSINGAPPLICATIONS 
 

  Recently, several soft-processing cores have been introduced to map onto the FPGAs and function as complete 8/16/32 
b RISC processors. As described in Sections III, the architecture of the proposed data path units can be extended to 
process any N-bit data. From an FPGA implementation perspective, this means that the width of the data paths can be 
easily parameterized. This property is useful when considering the applications of the proposed data path architectures 
as soft-processing solutions as it allows synthesizing data paths of appropriate width depending on the requirement of 
the application being serviced. This section describes our experiments on exploring the feasibility of the proposed data 
paths and the FPPE as solutions for FPGA-based soft-processing applications. 
 

A. Exploring Optimal Granularity for Soft Processor 
 

  We implemented 8-, 16-, and 32-b versions of data path I on Xilinx FPGAs to understand the tradeoffs involved. Table 
VI shows the performance and resource utilization of the data path units when implemented on a series of Xilinx FPGAs. 
All the three versions of data path I were constructed using parameterized Verilog code for data path structure I. To 
understand the implications of choice of granularity on resource utilization, performance, and functional flexibility, we 
implemented the 32-b structure using six 8-b and three 16-b data paths. Table VII shows the results of the 
implementation of 32-b data path using the smaller units. These units have been compared against stand-alone 32-b unit 
using the general data path structure. It can be observed that for 32-b granularity, the single 32-b block outperforms its 
modularized implementations significantly. This can be attributed due to the large overhead incurred in routing and 
control structures on the FPGA. When implementing soft-processing systems on the FPGAs, a similar study can be used 
to find an optimum tradeoff point between performance, resource utilization, and routing overhead. 
 
B. Proposed FPPE as a Soft Processor Data Path 
  To evaluate its feasibility in FPGA-based soft-processing solutions, the FPPE was implemented in Verilog and 
synthesized on the Virtex family of FPGAs to demonstrate the performance, cost, and portabilityof the proposed 
architecture. The results of the mapping on Virtex 4 and Virtex 5 FPGA devices from Xilinx are presented in Table VI. 
As shown in the table, the proposed data path maps well on both the FPGA devices, occupying only a small percentage 
of the total resources, with a relatively good operating frequency. We also compared the synthesized version of our 
FPPE against several FPGA-based single-precision floating point units to estimate the effectiveness of our FPPE as a 
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soft-processing solution. The Xilinx auxiliary processor unit (APU) [23] implemented on Virtex 5 is a dedicated floating 
point coprocessor capable of single-precision and double-precision units. Since we are designing a single-precision unit, 
we have used the singleprecision data from the data sheet for our comparison. Since we are targeting a soft-processor 
implementation, we included in our comparison results, the fractured floating point unit by Hockartet al.[24] targeted at 
the Nios soft-processor platform from Altera. This design is similar to ours considering the fact that resource and design 
cost were the primary constraints of the designers. We also looked at floating point cores developed by Lianget al.[25] 
using an optimized floating point core generator as well as floating point cores from Xilinx and Nallatech [26] to get a 
more in-depth comparison. All the designs were compared based on number of slices utilized and frequency of 
operation achieved. Considering the fact that each of these designs was implemented on a different platform, we have 
also calculated the estimated resource utilization of each design on its respective FPGA device.  

 
 

 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper presents recent efforts in the design of high-throughput and low-area, data path elements for 

reconfigurable media processing architectures. When implemented using the static, domino, and D3L methodologies, 
over a wide range of operating voltages, the D3L version was found to be superior over most of the operating range 
of both the data paths. It was observed that data path II was around 14% faster and consumed 27%–45% lower power 
than data path I. Over the entire operating range from 1.2 to  0.7 V, data path II showed around 37%–50% better 
PDP than data path I, and hence it was selected to build the FPPE. 

The data paths are scalable and parameterizable. This was demonstrated through the implementation of  a  new  
FPPE. The generalized structure of the data paths makes them ideal implementation platforms for soft-processing-
based systems. Our future efforts in this area will involve integrating these data path structures into a hybrid, multi 
granular ASIC as well as soft-processing reconfigurable array for low-cost, high-throughput multimedia processing. 
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